The Turnkey Radio Frequency Feed Management System

The Turnkey Feed Management System is a remote “bunk-side” feed call and feed analysis system. The system is designed to run “live” at the bunk by using radio frequency modems connecting the bunk manager to a central server in the feedyard office. The Feed System uses the Turnkey Feedyard Management and Accounting System database for both cattle and commodity inventories. Running the Feed Management System from a central server provides all yard personnel with a single cattle and commodity inventory. When cattle are received, shipped, moved, fed, or processed, all yard personnel access the same cattle information.

The Feed Management System is designed to calculate feed calls, and provide the bunk manager with the tools to make feed adjustments, look at historical data, make changes to rations or feeding schedules, calculate mill requirements, and interface the calls (to the feed truck scales) and the feed fed (from the feed truck scales) to the office billing system.

The Turnkey suite of software applications were designed with total data integration as our primary goal. For over 20 years, Turnkey has provided quality software, hardware, service, and support as an independent supplier to the cattle feeding industry.

Call 800-999-0049 for an on-site demonstration of the Feed Management System.

**TURNKEY FEED MANAGEMENT SYSTEM**

- LIVE INFORMATION AT THE BUNK
- SINGLE CATTLE YARD INVENTORY
- INTERFACE TO TRUCK SCALES, TO UPLOAD CALLS AND DOWNLOAD FEED FED
- SOFTWARE SUPPORT VIA MODEM TO FEEDYARD OFFICE SERVER
- ON-SITE INSTALLATION, CONVERSION, AND TRAINING
- WEEKEND CELL PHONE OR 800# SUPPORT
- CATTLE, FINANCIAL, FEED, AND HEALTH INFORMATION ARE IN ONE DATABASE AND AVAILABLE TO ANY YARD PERSONNEL WITH PASSWORD ACCESS
- SOFTWARE/HARDWARE IS PURCHASED, NOT BUNDLED WITH OTHER PRODUCTS REQUIRING ADDITIONAL PURCHASES

FOR INFORMATION:
6117 Amarillo Blvd. West
Amarillo, TX 79159
Phone: 800-999-0049
Fax: 806-372-1249
Email: carey@turnkeynet.com
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